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 FRANK JACKSON, ROBERT PARGETTER, AND

 ELIZABETH W. PRIOR

 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE IDENTITY THEORIES

 (Received 28 September, 1981)

 This paper is about how to accommodate Functionalism and type-type
 Identity theories of mind, and why you ought to. It thus runs counter to the

 common view that one message of Functionalism is that type-type versions of

 Identity theories should be abandoned in favour of token-token ones.

 We assume a basically functionalist viewpoint and if (like at least one

 author) you have doubts about Functionalism and Materialism, you should

 view this paper as addressed to the conditional question, "If I am to be a
 functionalist and identity theorist, what sort of identity theorist should I

 be?" Our answer is - a type-type one I.
 Functionalism, as we will understand it, is the view that what is definitive

 of, say, pain, is its functional role in an organism; its functional role is

 roughly its relations, principally causal, to stimuli, behavioural responses and

 other mental states. Accordingly, what pain is, is simply what has that

 functional r6le, and (for beings broadly like us at least) it is plausible that

 what has that functional role, what occupies it or realises it, is a state of the

 brain.

 The natural way to read this conclusion is the type-type way. Pain, and

 mental states in general, are states which can be multiply instanced. Pain is

 like heat in that it is a state many things may be in. In any case we will use

 terms like 'pain' and 'desire' in this way throughout what follows, as naming

 states which are types in that they may be common to different organisms

 (and the same organism at different times) and not as naming tokens which

 make their appearance in this world at most exactly once. Likewise 'state'

 will be used to name a type, something many things can, at least in principle,

 share. (Nevertheless we will sometimes allow ourselves to write 'kind of state'
 to aid comprehension.)

 D. M. Armstrong and David Lewis read the conclusion in this natural way

 and are thus type-type identity theorists2. The view that they ought not be

 derives from the (in itself perfectly correct) point that the way a functional
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 210 FRANK JACKSON ET AL.

 state is defined allows for the possibility, and perhaps likelihood, that

 different (kinds of) states occupy the same functional role in different

 organisms, or even in the same organism at different times. For instance,

 suppose that H-fibres' firing plays the pain-functional role in humans, but

 that D-fibres' firing plays this role in dolphins; then it cannot be the case that

 pain is both H-fibres' firing and D-fibres' firing, by transitivity.

 So much by way of background. In Section 1 we describe a style of type-

 type Identity theory which is (i) consistent with a full commitment to

 Functionalism, (ii) immune from the difficulty just mentioned, and (iii)

 distinct from the theories of Lewis and Armstrong in the extent of its commit-

 ment to Functionalism. A crucial plank in our account of this theory is that

 terms like 'pain' are not rigid designators. Consequently in Section 2 we con-

 sider Saul Kripke's contention to the contrary. Finally in Section 3 we give

 our reason for holding that functionalists should prefer type-type theories

 to merely token-token ones.

 1. STATEMENT OF THE THEORY

 This is the style of type-type Identity theory we think that functionally-

 oriented physicalists should favour. What makes a state (remember we use

 'state' for a universal throughout) pain, say, for an organism at a time is that

 it occupies the pain-functional role in the organism in question at the time in

 question; that is, 'pain for 0 at t' designates the state which fills the pain-

 functional role for 0 at t. (This "abbreviated definite description" account of

 'pain for 0 at t' is quite compatible with holding that persons label an inner

 state 'pain' as a causal result of how that state presents itself to them. For a

 functionalist can hold that being the occupant of the pain-role is a property

 that organisms are on occasion introspectively aware is possessed by one of

 their inner states.)

 We thus get, in the usual way, from the premises: 'Pain for 0 at t = the

 state which occupies the pain-functional role at t for O' (the thesis just

 advanced about the meaning of 'pain'), and 'The state which occupies the

 pain-functional role at t for 0 = brain state B' (discovery of science); to the

 conclusion by transitivity that pain for 0 at t = brain state B.

 Despite the presence of 'for 0 at t', this is a type-type Identity theory. We

 are using 'pain for 0 at t' to designate the (kind of) state which realizes the

 pain-role for 0 at t. Consider 'my hair color now': that designates a type
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 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE THEORIES 211

 despite the 'my' and the 'now'. Or, closer to home, consider a simple, functio-

 nally definable notion like the best way of sending someone to sleep. The

 best way of sending Peter to sleep now may be by reading Sartre to him, the

 best way of sending Marcel to sleep now may be by reading Russell to him,

 and these ways may and do vary with time as well as person. Nevertheless

 'The best way of sending Peter to sleep now = reading Sartre to him' is a type-

 type identity because 'reading Sartre to him' designates a kind of event (and

 likewise for Marcel and for other times).

 Notice also that such type-type identity claims do not commint one to
 holding that either Peter or Marcel is now being subjected to the best way

 of sending him to sleep. To say that a certain way is now the best is not to

 say that either is now being subjected to it, for to say that a certain type

 fills a certain functional r6le is not to say - one way or the other - that an

 instance (token) of that type is doing the job here and now. Similarly when

 we say that pain for 0 at t is what fills, realizes, etc. the pain-role for 0 at t,

 we aren't saying that 0 is in pain at t. To be in pain at t is to have an instance

 of the kind of state in question in you at t. (We return to this point.)

 Even if we contemplated the extraordinary hypothesis that what occupies

 the pain-functional r6le is never the same state, even from moment to

 moment in the same organism, the doctrine stated above would still be a type-

 type Identity theory. Consider the following parallel. Take a world which

 contains exactly one coloured object, and suppose that this object's colour is

 continuously changing so that it never has the same colour at two distinct

 moments of time. There will be a host of true identity statements of the form

 'The colour of this object at t = ...'. And because colour is a universal, each

 will be a type-type identity statement despite the fact that the colour is never

 the same at different times.

 We have noted that there is a distinction between the generality of an

 identity claim and whether it concerns types. 'My hair colour now = light

 brown' is a type-type identity statement despite its lack of generality. But

 of course type-type theorists are interested in generality. We have, let's say,

 that pain in 0 at t, = brain state B. It is implausible, given our reasonable
 overall constancy of composition over time, that the brain state which
 occupies the pain-functional role changes from day to day, or even year to

 year. Consequently it will be true that pain for 0 at t1 = pain for 0 at t2, for

 suitable choice of t1 and t2, and hence that pain for 0 at t, and t2 = B.
 Perhaps it turns out as an empirical fact that the state remains the same
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 throughout an organism's life history, in which case we can drop the temporal

 qualification altogether, giving 'Pain for O=B'. Perhaps it tums out that

 more generality still is possible. For all organisms that actually exist and feel

 pain, it is always the same state that occupies the pain-functional role. In this

 case, something like the classic example 'Pain = C-fibres' fiing' will turn out

 true. How many of these 'perhaps's' are verified, and so how much generality

 is possible, is a question for empirical science.

 In sum, we construe the type-type Identity theory as holding that each

 (kind of) mental state is a (kind of) brain state, in particular the (kind of)

 brain state which realizes for the organism at the time the functional role

 definitive of being in that mental state. And the question as to whether or

 to what extent we can drop the restrictions to particular organisms and times

 is a matter of empirical investigation. (And of course in the future we may

 sometimes be lead to identify (kinds of) mental states not with brain states

 at all but with the (kinds of) states found inside computers.)

 A natural objection to our construal is put by David Wiggins. Consider

 our earlier supposition that it is (always) D-fibres' firing in dolphins and H-

 fibres' firing in humans that occupy the pain-functional roles, so that our

 identity theorist arrives at 'Pain-for-humans = H-fibres' firing' and 'Pain-for-

 dolphins = D-fibres' firing'. Wiggins objects "It cannot help to say ... H-fibres'

 firing = human-pain, and D-fibres' firing = dolphin-pain. If we really believe

 that there is a pain humans and dophins share - something generic or

 universal that both species can have - then human pain is the same pain as

 dolphin pain" 3.

 Wiggins is right that our theorist cannot by transitivity say both that H-

 fibres' firing = human-pain = pain, and that D-fibres' firing = dolphin-pain =

 pain, but wrong to infer that this precludes allowing that there is a pain which

 humans and dolphins "really" share. Bright Redness and Dark Redness are not

 the same universal (and so are not both identical to Redness), but bright red

 and dark red things really are both red.

 This reply though evades an important issue. What do humans in pain and

 dolphins in pain have in common? The obvious answer is that they are both in

 pain, and hence have in common (the property of) being in pain. Now being

 in pain is a type, indeed a property, so the kind of thing a type-type theorist

 should be telling us about. But, by transitivity, he or she cannot tell us that it

 is identical with having H-fibres' firing and also with having D-fibres' firing.

 Instead the type-type theorist must identify being in pain not with having
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 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE THEORIES 213

 any sort of brain state but with a second-order property of organisms. By

 Functionalism, an organism is in pain if and only if it has what for that

 organism at that time occupies the pain-functional role. In short, being in

 paim is identical with having what pain is for the organism in question at the

 time in question; and that is a second-order property because pain for the

 organism at the time is itself a type. (Incidentally, it is of course having what

 is pain for the organism in question at the time in question. Humans can have

 what is pain in dolphins without being in pain. Consider being poisoned, that

 is having in you what is poisonous for you at the time in question. You can

 have in you what is poisonous for others or what was once poisonous for you

 before you developed a tolerance, without being poisoned. This is why we

 are unmoved by Putnam's objection on p. 436 of 'The Nature of Mental

 States', op. cit.)

 Even if Putnam is wrong and there is exactly one state - the proverbial

 C-fibres' firing - which occupies the pain-functional role and so is pain

 according to the type-type theory, our theorist must not say that being in

 pain = having C-fibres' firing. This sounds paradoxical but is not. It sounds

 paradoxical only because of the tendency to think that 'Pain = C-fibres'

 firing' entails 'Having pain = having C-fibres' firing' (and so entails 'Being

 in pain = having C-fibres' firing'). But this (first) entailment does not hold.

 Consider 'the height of trees'. In our world this is an improper definite

 description. (As is 'pain' on our construal if Putnam is right.) But in the

 possible world where all trees are the same height, say, 20 metres, it is not.

 Nevertheless having-the-height-of-trees is not the same as having a height of

 20 metres (i.e., being 20 metres high) in this special possible world. For

 consider another possible world (call it 'w,.' and the other 'w20') in which all
 trees are exactly 30 metres tall. Having-the-height-of-trees is the same

 property in both W20 and W30- But of course being 20 metres high and being

 30 metres high are different properties. When we consider the two possible

 situations, one where Frodo the giant is 20 metres tall and so are all trees, the

 other where Frodo and the trees are both 30 metres high, a point in common

 between the two is that Frodo has the height of trees, and a point of dif-

 ference is the height he has.

 Our claim then is that 'pain' is like 'the height of trees' (and 'pain in

 dolphins' is like 'the height of conifers' etc.), while being in pain is like

 having-the-height-of-trees (and having-pain-in-dolphins is like having-the-height-

 of-conifers etc.) Being in pain is the property of having what is pain for the
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 214 FRANK JACKSON ET AL.

 organism at the time, but if what is pain for the organism at the time is brain

 state B, say, being in pain is nevertheless a distinct property from having B.

 The crucial point is that if 'A' is a non-rigid designator of a property - as it

 typically will be if it is a definite description, abbreviated or not - havingA

 is not identical with A4.

 The theory presented above is more closely allied to Functionalism than

 those of Lewis and Armstrong. We insist that a state must occupy the pain-

 functional role for 0 at t to be pain for 0 at t, while Lewis allows that if a

 state is the one that typically occupies the pain-functional r6le for organisms

 of that kind it may count as pain for 0 at t even if it does not play that role

 for 0 itself at t; and Armstrong makes a similar concession. Suppose, as

 before, it is H-fibres' firing that occupies the pain-functional role in humans,

 with the exception of Fred. In him H-fibres fire but not as the result of the

 stimuli that make them fire in us, and their firing does not have in his case the

 same kinds of results that it has in us. Armstrong and Lewis want to say that

 Fred is (or at least may be) in pain when his H-fibres fire even though their

 firing does not in any obvious sense occupy in Fred the pain-functional role.

 And if you don't share their intuition consider the familiar brain in vitro

 cases. Lots of readers and writers of Science Fiction have wanted to ascribe

 experiences like ours on the basis of brain states like ours in such cases, yet

 these brain states do not in any obvious sense occupy the right functional

 roles in the brains in vitro.

 Nevertheless it is hard to follow Lewis and Armstrong here, for to do so is

 to go against the combination of (i) the basic idea of Functionalism that

 what makes a state a pain is its functional role, an idea they themselves

 advance, and (ii) the intuition that what makes it the case that a person is

 in pain depends principally on how things are with him or her, not on how

 things are with others. To allow that our Fred is in pain is to allow - from

 the functionalist viewpoint anyhow - that what makes it true that Fred is in

 pain is principally how things are with creatures other than Fred, namely how

 they are with us. That seems wrong. (You may want to say 'So much the

 worse for Functionalism', but that is another story.)

 Accordingly a better strategy for one who insists on holding to the intui-

 tion that Fred is in pain, and likewise for brains in vitro, is, we suggest, to

 find an unobvious sense in which H-fibres' firing occupies the right functional
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 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE THEORIES 215

 role in Fred. We express no opinion on how this might be done', but if it

 cannot our suggestion to functionalists is to abandon the intuition. Conse-
 quently we stick to the more stringently functionalist version of type-type
 theories.

 This may surprise some readers. For it may be thought that this is to pass
 up the best argument for being a type-type theorist instead of a token-token

 one. To count Fred as in pain simultaneously with denying that he is in the

 right functional state is to allow the kind of brain state to dominate, at least

 in this case, over the kind of functional state; and it may be thought that this

 course is only plausibly available to one who identifies kinds of brain states

 with kinds of mental states. More generally, the thought might be that some-

 times to allow considerations of the kind of brain state qua brain state,
 which an organism is in to influence judgements about the kind of mental
 state it is in, is to be a type-type identity theorist 6.

 This would, we think, be a mistake. Suppose that there is no sense in

 which H-fribres' firing occupies the pain-role in Fred, though it does in the

 rest of us. First, type-type theorists are under no special compulsion to say

 that Fred is in pain. Of course they cannot hold both that pain-for-humans

 is H-fibres' firing and that Fred is a human with H-fibres' firing but no pain.

 They will have to hold instead that 'pain-for-humans' is like an improper

 definite description, there is no unique state for humans which is pain. But

 that doesn't prevent them from holding, say, that pain-for-humans-except-
 Fred is H-fibres' firing. There is of course a loss of generality but as we have

 noted ad nauseam that's not in itself a shift from type to token. Secondly,

 token-token theorists can hold that Fred is in pain. To do this is to go aginst

 our earlier advice, but not necessarily against the token-token nature of their

 theory. They can say, for example, that the particular instance of H-fibres'

 firing in Fred, that token, counts as a token of pain not because pain for

 humans is H-fibres' firing but because had that token been set in surroundings

 more typical of creatures like Fred it would have occupied the pain-functional

 rOle. It is not the fact that the token is of a certain kind qua brain state but

 that had Fred been more typical it would have been the right state qua

 functional state. Here what is identified as crucial is not the type of brain
 state Fred has, but a counterfactually possessed functional property of the
 token; and hence there is no departure form a token-token view of the matter.
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 216 FRANK JACKSON ETAL.

 2. KRIPKE

 Our abbreviated definite description account of 'pain', 'pain for humans', etc.

 obviously commits us to the view that these terms and their kin are non-
 rigid designators. According to our suggested type-type theory, in worlds

 where Putnam is right 'pain' designates nothing7, being like an improper

 definite description; and in some of the worlds where he is wrong, it design-

 ates one thing, in others of these worlds another; and similar remarks apply

 to 'itching for dogs', 'pain for humans', etc. (Of course we allow, indeed in-

 sist, that 'being in pain' is a rigid designator.)

 Kirpke argues against this view as follows:

 ...'pain' is a rigid designator of the type ... it designates: if something is a pain it is essen-
 tially so, and it seems absurd to suppose that pain could have been some phenomenon
 other than the one it is8.

 It seems to us, however, that Kripke should have no opinion on the question

 of whether 'pain' is a rigid designator because he should have no opinion on

 whether pain is essentially pain. Our argument will turn on the way de dicto

 and de re readings of modal statements are distinguished.

 Consider 'The sentence Fred is thinking about is necessarily true'. This can

 be read de re or de dicto. Read de dicto it ascribes necessity to 'The sen-

 tence Fred is thinking about is true', it says it is true in all possible worlds.

 And we know what to say about its truth value when so read. It is false. And

 we can know that without having any idea of which sentence Fred is thinking

 about because its falsity follows from the possibility that Fred is thinking

 about a single false sentence, be it the one he is actually thinking about or
 not. Read de re, 'The sentence Fred is thinking about is necessarily true'

 ascribes necessary truth to the sentence Fred is thinking about. And by con-

 trast we cannot know its truth value so read without knowing what that sen-

 tence is. If we know that it's '2 + 2 = 4', the original sentence is known true;

 if we know it's 'Grass is green', the original sentence is known false; and if we

 do not know what sentence Fred is thinking about we are not entitled to an
 opinion one way or the other.

 We think that Kripke should say the same about 'Pain is necessarily pain'.

 Read de dicto it is known true (barring problems about worlds in which there

 is no pain); but read de re - and that's the essentialist reading Kripke needs

 and intends - an opinion on its truth or falsity waits upon a theory of what

 pain is; and Kripke does not have such a theory. After all the de re reading of

 'Pain is necessarily pain' makes it true just if the thing which is pain in our
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 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE THEORIES 217

 world, that very thing, is in every possible world in which it appears pain in

 that world. The reading thus requires identifying pain across possible worlds,

 and doing that requires a theory about what pain is.

 Consider the analogous question of identifying tokens of pain across time.

 You have a pain in your foot, you are briefly distracted and the pain goes,

 and then comes back when the distraction stops. Is it the very same token of

 pain again or a new but qualitiatively very similar one? Who knows a priori?

 We perforce grant that it is hard to imagine pain not being pain. But that

 is because we know so little about pain. (C-fibres' firing and all that, even if

 the Identity theory is right, is a guess to help exposition, not knowledge.)

 Consequently we have no other properties of pain to hold on to when we try

 to imagine pain not being pain. But this does not bear one way or the other

 on whether being pain is an essential property of pain.

 Our conclusion then is that an opinion about whether 'pain' is a rigid

 designator should be posterior to a theory about what pain is, and so is not a

 desideratum in framing a theory of pain.

 Kripke's veiw that 'pain' is a rigid designator is part of his attack on type-

 type Identity theories, an attack which is often thought to fare better than

 his attack on token-token Identity theories9. There are two ways of respon-

 ding to Kripke's attack on type-type Identity theories. We are committed to

 one way of responding. In order to reinforce our way of construing type-type

 Identity theories, we now argue against the other way of responding to his

 attack.

 Again for simplicity suppose that Putnam is wrong and that our identity
 theorist claims that:

 (1) Pain = C-fibres' firing.

 Kripke's case against (1) can be summed up in three points. (a) If (1) is true

 it is necessarily so, because the flanking terms are rigid; (b) but (1) certainly

 seems contingent; and (c) this appearance of contingency cannot be explained

 away in the same way that we can explain it away in the case of:

 (2) Heat = K.E.

 Everyone accepts (b). We of course respond to Kripke's attack by denying

 (a). A common response is to deny (c); it is argued that (1)'s appearance of
 contingency can be explained away in the same way as (2)'s1o

 Our objection to responding by denying (c) is that a crucial necessary
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 218 FRANK JACKSON ETAL.

 condition for Kripke's explanation of the intuition of contingency being

 successful in the heat-K.E. case is not satisfied in the pain-C-fibres' firing case.

 Kripke's explanation 1' of our thinking that (2) is contingent is that

 (3) That which heat-presents = K.E.

 is contingent, and that we have conflated the modal status of (2) and (3).

 (Something heat-presents, roughly, if it makes its presence in a world felt the

 way heat does, i.e., causes sensations of heat, expansion, etc.)

 Two conditions must be satisfied in order for this explanation to be satis-

 factory. First, (2) and (3) must really be modally distinct, otherwise inferring

 the contingency of (2) from that of (3) would be the right not the wrong

 thing to do. Secondly, it must be plausible that (2) and (3) have been con-

 flated. This second condition is satisfied simply because many have thought

 (some still do!) that 'heat' means 'that which heat-presents' - give or take
 the usual points about open texture.

 The reason Kripke thinks his explanation cannot be applied in the pain-

 C-fibres' firing case is that the way pain makes its presence felt is by feeling

 the way it does. Hence the statement which stands to (1) as (3) does to (2)
 is

 (4) What feels painful = C-fibres' firing.

 But the distinction between pain and the feeling of pain is spurious, 'they' are

 one and the same. Therefore the modal status of (4) is that of (1), and the

 first condition above is not satisfied.

 The Boyd-Peacocke reply is that (1) has two sides, and that C-fibres'

 firing makes its presence felt in characteristic ways also. Hence a statement

 which stands to (1) as (2) does to (3) is the indubitably contingent

 (5) Pain = that which presents like C-fibres' firing.

 Hence Boyd and Peacocke maintain that a type-type theorist can reply to

 Kripke by holding that (1) is necessary, the intuition to the contrary being

 due to conflating (1)'s modal status with (5)'s. Thus the first condition on a

 Kripke-style explanation is satisfied; but the second is not. It is not plausible

 that (1) and (5) should have been run together in this way, because it is not

 plausible that 'C-fibres' firing' and 'that which presents like C-fibres' firing'
 mean the same.

 The crucial difference between the two cases is that many have thought
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 FUNCTIONALISM AND TYPE-TYPE THEORIES 219

 that 'heat' and 'that which heat-presents' mean much the same, indeed those

 who have thought this are just those who have thought that (2) is contingent.

 That is why they have thought this. It is implausible however that 'C-fibres'

 firing' and 'that which presents like C-fibres' firing' mean the same, and in

 particular those who hold that (1) is contingent do not think this. (And if it
 were plausible, the moral, as Kripke in effect notes, would merely be that a

 different, genuinely rigid choice of term designating the brain state should
 have been made.)

 3. WHY A FUNCTIONALIST SHOULD BE A TYPE-TYPE THEORIST

 In Section 1, we saw that a functionalist can be a type-type theorist despite

 Putnam's point, and described the kind of one he or she should be. It
 involved a fairly strict adherence to Functionalism; and we noted that the less

 stringent adherence characteristic of Lewis and Armstrong's theories did not,

 contrary to first appearances, favour being a type-type over being a token-

 token theorist. In Section 2 we pointed out that this committed us to a

 certain response to Kripke, and argued both that this response was possible

 and that its competitor failed. It is time to give positive reason why a functio-

 nalist should be a type-type identity theorist.

 Functionalists, even avowedly token-token ones, frequently explain what

 they mean by a functional state in a way which only makes sense on a type-

 type construal of matters. Consider, for instance, the familiar coke machine

 illustration. We specify S1 and S2 as follows. When the machine is in S1 and

 20 cents is inserted, the machine stays in S1 and a coke results. When the

 machine is in SI and 10 cents is inserted, the machine goes to S2 . When the
 machine is in S2 and 10 cents is inserted, a coke results and the machine

 goes to SI. When the machine is in S2 and 20 cents is inserted, a coke and

 10 cents results and the machine goes to SI.
 Now it is clearly being supposed that the occasions on which 10 cents is

 inserted are not the same as those on which 20 cents is inserted. But then it is

 being supposed that SI and S2 make their appearance in the world more than

 once, and so that 'Si' and 'S2' are the names of types, not tokens. If Sl,
 say, were a token state, there would be no question of for example getting

 SI anew each time 20 cents is inserted. SI could be got at most once. (Re-
 member S, is a state not an object like a carburettor.) But if SI and S2 are

 types, when we investigate the machine to find out what S, and S2 are -
 when we 'solve' the equations given in the last four sentences of the preceding
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 paragraph - we will be arriving at a type-type Identity theory for the

 machine. We could not be arriving at anything else.

 And note, to reinforce the argument of Section 1, that it would be wrong

 to infer from the fact that the coke machine might be redesigned at t in such

 a way that before t, S, is having so-and-so an arrangement of levers, while
 after t, SI is having such-and-such an arrangement of levers, to the conclu-
 sion that only token-token identities were possible. Both 'S, -before-t =
 having so-and-so an arrangement of levers' and 'SI -after-t = having such-and-
 such an arrangement of levers' must, if true, be type-type identity statements.

 For both having such-and-such an arrangement and having so-and-so an

 arrangement of levers are types.

 It may be suggested that the equations for the coke machine could easily

 enough be rewritten in a way which did not require that we interpret the

 terms for the functional states as designating types. Perhaps this is true,

 though it would be nice to see it actually done. Regardless of this, our argu-

 ment will be that in the case of the mind it cannot be done. The terms for

 the functionally defined mental states must be interpreted as designating

 types.

 Organisms are typically simultaneously in a multiplicity of mental states.

 At one and the same time you believe that hotels sell beer, you believe you

 have money, you desire beer, you have a percept of a hotel across the road,

 and so on and so forth; and some or all of these states work together to

 mediate between stimuli and response (both in terms of behaviour and in

 terms of moving into a possibly new set of mental states). The functionally

 inspired identity theorist can spell out matters thus.

 We have a set of inputs I,, ...; and a set of outputs ?1, ...; and a set of names of mental
 states M, ,...; and a set of statements for a given organism at a given time of which the
 following is an illustrative member.

 When the organism is in M2, M3 M14, and M46, and is subjected to I4 and I6, it will,
 with probability 0.9, move into M30 and M3, while staying in M2 and M14 and yield
 04 andO0 12

 4 70

 A sufficiently large set of statements like this combined with enough knowl-

 edge of the internal workings of the organism will enable us to solve what is

 in effect a large set of simultaneous equations for the values of the Ms. It is

 plausible for organisms like us in worlds like ours that the solutions will be

 states of the brain.

 Now in order to solve these equations we will need perforce to interpret

 the Ms as types. Because what, for instance, is M14 on this theory? It is that
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 which when combined with, say, M6, M24 and M30 plays such and such a

 causal role; while when combined with M73 and Ml plays so and so a role.

 But this makes no sense if M14 is a token of some mental state, instead. of the
 state (type) itself. As we emphasized earlier, a token makes its appearance (if

 any) in the world exactly once. There is no question of an instance playing

 one role at the time it is combined with one set of mental states and another

 when combined with another set, just because it is a token. It cannot make

 one appearance and do one thing, absent itself, then later make another

 appearance and do another thing, unless 'it' is construed as a type. There is

 no question of finding that the solution for M7 is the instance of C-fibres'

 firing at 12 noon in the left side of Fred's brain, because that instance does

 not combine on some other occasion with other states to mediate between

 input and output. All that can happen is that another instance of that type
 of brain state does so.

 We can look at the problem this way. Typically at any given time we are

 in a very complex mental condition which can be broken down into parts

 - a certain belief combined with a certain desire combined with ... We will

 assume that just one breakdown is the correct one (though our argument

 could be deployed with additional complexity on the weaker assumption that

 there may be a number of distinct, equally correct breakdowns)'3. If we
 focus on a single occasion, this complex condition does just one thing,

 namely whatever it does on that occasion. Moreover, two different complexes

 may be macroscopically the same, functionally speaking. The parts are dif-

 ferent but the same function from input to output is determined by the two

 complexes as a whole. We see the complex as a complex by isolating parts
 that recur in different complexes; it is the way a given part contributes to the

 functional role of a number of complexes that makes it the mental state it is.

 But then this recurring part must be a type, not a token. In a nutshell the

 point is that from the functionalist viewpoint pain, say, is that which does

 such and such when combined with such and such mental states, does so and

 so when combined with so and so mental states, ..., and so is specified via its

 appearance in a number of complexes and accordingly must be regarded as a

 type. When you solve the equations for pain, you are solving for a type.

 To this argument the objection might be raised that we do not need to
 consider different occasions. We can take our organism 0 and, so to speak,

 freeze it at time t, and look at the various equations to be solved for the Ms

 as counterfactuals true of that organism at that time, though perhaps not at
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 any other times: Had 0 - constituted as it is at t - been in such and such a

 subset of Ms and subjected to such and such a subset of Is, it would...

 But at t there will be a whole host of mental states which the organism is

 not in. Suppose 0 is not in pain at t, then the solution for pain (and we will

 see that there must be one) cannot be a token simply because there is no
 token of pain in 0 at t. It can therefore only be a type - the (type of) brain

 state, say, such that had 0 been in it at t, 0 would have been in pain at t -

 and likewise for all the very many other mental states that 0 is not in at t.

 Suppose, for instance, you are not having a certain desire, then the solution

 for that desire cannot be that it is an instance of some brain state of yours.

 For then you would be having it, contrary to hypothesis. The solution must

 instead be the (kind of) brain state which is such that - because of how you

 are constituted and designed at the time - were you to have an instance of it
 in your brain you would have the desire.

 Generally speaking, the solutions for the Ms for 0 at t got from the set

 of counterfactuals will be the types of brain states, say, that - because of

 how 0 is at t - make true the set of counterfactuals relating to inputs, out-

 puts and mental states. Solving will be a matter of matching up the set of true

 counterfactuals specifying the functional r6les of mental states, the Ms, with

 the corresponding set which has the mental state names replaced by brain

 state names, and then cross-identifying. The resulting identities will be type-

 type because there will not be nearly enough tokens to go around.

 Perhaps it will be objected that there are enough possible tokens to go
 around. If the organism is not in pain at the time why not identify a possible

 instance of pain for it at the time with a possible instance of C-fibres' firing -

 but which possible instance of pain with which possible instance of C-fibres'

 firing? It could not matter. Any instance of the right type would do. The
 theory would thus still be a type-type one.

 It might also be objected that if 0 is not in pain at t, there is no solution

 for pain for 0 at t; and more generally that for an organism at a time we need

 only solutions for the mental states that organism is actually experiencing at

 that time. But this is to overlook Functionalism's particular strength. What

 makes a state which an organism is in a certain mental state is not merely
 relations to inputs and outputs, including possible inputs and outputs (that's
 where sophisticated Behaviourism left matters), but also its relations to men-
 tal states the organism is not in. Part of what makes a desire the desire that it

 is is what it would do conjoined with beliefs the organism does not have, as
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 well as what it does conjoined with those the organism does have; and so on
 for all the mental states.

 Thus this argument rests on a rightly heralded feature of Functionalism -

 the holistic nature of solving for the Ms."4. One cannot solve merely for the

 mental states an organism is actually in at a time. What makes a mental state

 the state it is is not the function from inputs to outputs it - together with

 some of the other mental states it is actually in at the time - determines, but
 the various functions it determines or would determine when interleaved with

 other mental states, most of which the organism is not actually in at the time

 in question. A solution for some Ms is parasitic on a solution for them all.

 4. CONCLUSION

 Token-token identity theorists do not and need not deny that it may

 frequently be the same (kind of) brain state which on different occasions fills

 the functional r6le definitive of a given mental state. That is not at issue.
 What is at issue is whether functionally-oriented identity theorists should
 make two claims or three claims.

 The two claims they customarily make are, first, that each instance of

 a mental state is an instance of a brain state, and, secondly, that being in a

 mental state is having in one a state filling the relevant functional r6le. But to

 be in a mental state is to have that state in one. To be in pain is to have pain,

 to desire water is to have desire for water, and so on; just as to be poisoned

 is to have poison in you. (It is to have what is poison for you at the time, of

 course; and likewise for pain, desire and so on.)

 Our paper has been about a third sort of claim - relating particularly

 not to being in a mental state, nor to instances of that state, but to the
 mental state itself. We have argued that functionally-oriented identity

 theorists can and should make, in addition to the first two claims, the third

 type-type identity claim that mental states are brain states. Consequently a

 token brain state is a token of pain in a derivative sense. What makes it a

 token of pain is that it is a token of the type of brain state which realizes the

 pain-r6le for the organism at the time.15

 Monash University and La Trobe University,

 Melbourne, Australia
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 NOTES

 1 Among those who take the opposite view are C. A. B. Peacocke, Holistic Explanation
 (Oxford, New York, 1979), Ch.3; Gilbert Harman, Thought (Princeton, New Jersey,
 1973), Ch. 3; David Wiggins, 'Identity, Necessity and Physicalism', in S. Korner (ed.)
 Philosophy of Logic (Blackwell, Oxford, 1976); and particularly Hilary Putnam, 'The
 Mental Life of Some Machines' and 'The Nature of Mental States', reprinted in his Mind,
 Language and Reality, Philosophical Papers, Vol. 2 (Cambridge, New York, 1975). The
 extent to which this opposite view is current conventional wisdom can be gathered from
 p. 254 of D. C. Dennett, 'Current Issues in the Philosophy of Mind', American Phil-
 osophical Quarterly 15, 4 (October, 1978), pp. 249-261.

 2 Lewis quite explicitly, see particularly 'An Argument for the Identity Theory', Journal
 of Philosophy 63, 1 (January, 1966), pp. 17-25. The evidence in Armstrong's case is (i)
 that in A Materialist Theory of the Mind (Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1968),
 he develops his theory from a realist theory of dispositions, and dispositions are proper-
 ties and so types, and (ii) what he says ibid., Ch. 11, about the problem of the inverted
 spectrum.

 3 Wiggins, op. cit. We have changed the symbols.
 4 Thus, for example, having the colour of the sky is not the same property as being
 blue. Had the sky been red, blood would have the former property - it would have been
 same-coloured as the sky - but not the latter. For a more detailed discussion of these
 matters see Frank Jackson, 'A Note on Physicalism and Heat', Australasian Joumal of
 Philosophy 58, 1 (March, 1980), pp. 26-34, and Michael Tye, 'On an Objection to the
 Synonymy Principle of Property Identity', Analysis 41, 1 (January, 1981), pp. 22-26.
 S But see William G. Lycan, 'Form, Function, and Feel', Journal of Philosophy,
 LXXXVIII, 1 (January, 1981), pp. 24-49, esp. Section V.
 6 The possibility of this line of argument was suggested to us by some remarks in David
 Lewis, 'Mad Pain and Martian Pain', in Ned Block (ed.), Readings in Philosophy of
 Psychology Vol. I (Harvard U.P., Cambridge, Mass., 1980), pp. 216-222, and in Ch. 11
 of Annstrong, A Materialist Theory of the Mind, op. cit. But they are not committed
 to endorsing it.
 7 Out of context, that is. In context it will be like 'the thief. There is no unique thief
 but nevertheless 'the thief' designates in a normal conversional context. The issues here
 cut across those of this paper but see, e.g., David Lewis, Counterfactuals (Harvard U.P.,
 Cambridge, Mass., 1973), p. 114.
 8 'Naming and Necessity', in G. Harman and D. Davidson, (eds.), Semantics and Natural
 Language (Reidel Holland, 1972), p. 337. The question of whether 'pain' is a rigid
 designator is separate from whether there is an "immediate phenomenological quality"
 characteristic of pain. For the latter view, also held by Kripke op. cit., leaves open
 whether what has this quality is the same state in all possible worlds.
 I See, e.g., Colin McGinn, 'Anomalous Monism and Kripke's Cartesian Intuitions',
 Analysis 37, 2 (January, 1977), pp. 78-80.
 10 See, e.g., Peacocke, op. cit.; and Richard Boyd, 'Materialism Without Reductionism',
 in Block, op. cit. Incidentally, neither is a type-type identity theorist. Their dissent is
 from Kripke's reason for not being one.
 "' Kripke can also be read (see particularly p. 322, op. cit.) as explaining the mistake of
 those who hold that (2) and the like are contingent as being the same mistake as infer-
 ring from the fact that prior to carrying out a tricky numerical addition you may well
 say 'Perhaps the answer will be an odd number, perhaps it will be an even number' to the
 conclusion that it is contingent whether the answer is odd or even. But this bad blunder
 is not being made by those who think that (2) is contingent. Our reading of Kripke's
 explanation is based on what he says on p. 334, and is influenced by our belief that this
 reading makes his explanation plausible; see also Boyd, op. cit.
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 12 See, e.g., David Lewis, 'Review of Putnam', and 'Psychological and Theoretical Iden-
 tifications', reprinted in Block, op. cit. The fine detail is not important, and likewise
 nor are the differences between e.g. machine and homuncular functionalism (see e.g.,
 Lycan, op. cit.). What is crucial is that typically there is a multiplicity of mental states
 at any one time.

 13 CfDonald Davidson, 'Mental Events', in Experience and Theory, L. Forster and J. W.
 Swanson (eds.) (Univ. of Mass. Press, Amherst, 1970). Incidentally, the argument that
 follows is independent of the question of lawful correlations between the correspon-
 ding mental and physical predicates. Our argument that the 'Ms' must be construed as
 designating types is quite compatible with holding that it is not a matter of law which
 type they designate.

 And one who solves the equations for the coke machine by identifying S, with
 having so-and-so an arrangement of levers, is, as we saw, giving a type-type Identity
 theory for the coke machine without, of course, advancing the implausible claim that
 'is in 1I' and 'has s-and-so an arrangement of levers' are lawfully correlated predicates.
 14 Cf. Davidson, ibid.
 l We are indebted to D. M. Armstrong and David Lewis for their comments on an
 earlier version of this paper.
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